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Abstract: I’ X is a fir&e-dimensional, complete, metric AR (or ANR), then X’ ., H*” is , t” 
(or an open subset of R”). 
L---- ilMS Subj. Class.: Primary 54C55,57Al7; Secondary 57A20, - 
Our simplicial complex is R”, the direczt limit of Euclidean spacc.:s R”. 
For any space Y, with 0 E Y, define Y” ts ble the collection of all Invent- 
ually-zero sequen- -s in Y. Identify Yfl(= rz-fold product of Y with itself) 
with the sequences with at most the first n terms non-zero. Tcrpologize 
Yea by assertisg that a set is open if and only if its intersection with each 
Y* is open. NGte that under coordinate-wise additict.1 and scalar multipli- 
cation, R” is a locally-convex (non-metrizablle) 
Lemma 1, (En)” is laomeo~~orphic to R? 
rc~~f. ‘The proczf of Lemma 1 is an eleme; &y 
topology. 
topoi9gical vector space. 
roof. Let P: Rfl + X be a retract a,nd consider ( 
fine f: XX (FP)” + (Rn)- by 
,f is ccrnltinuous becaw@ Jr1 XX ( Rn )m is dearly continuous i 
for each H3. efine iwluctively a sequenw. of fund 
g,(! ZI:) :=: him g,.:i Zi) ) = r&m (!Zi I!! fE -X 
Now define g: (I?!)‘* + XX i Rn)‘m by 
It is easily checked t at g is \ibd’-d.efined an continuous. (Note that 
is dso ea~il:y check e;i that f and g are inverses of 
each other, 
. The converse CDf The ~erem 1 is true. That is, if XX R” is h.c>meo- 
morphic to O” then X is a retrat of RF. 
If X is u finite-dime); rional, complete, metric AR, then 
O” is !wmeomorphic to R”. 
dif X u cI) is hcvneo- 
* . (Note fhaf open ,sub- 
complexes. ) 
eisey has rrecdly shown t 
tract of I?= and that (R”)“” = Rrn. 
is homeomo~rpfric to an ojpen subs& 
c:rollary 2 holdzs for any neighbs:hoed 
rehct of R”, in particular, for any countable ([not necessarily . xa 
finite) simplicid complex. 
[l ] K. Borsuk,, Theory Qf retracts (Pdish Sci. Publ., Mmaw, l%;r). 
